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is to give to medium sized 
companies the chance to 
advertise as big brands  
by combining brand 
awareness and an 
increase in sales

is that we combine long 
advertising experience 

with in-depth digital 
technical know-how

Our Purpose

Our Difference



….62%  of interviewees aged 13 
to 24, said that that a YouTube 

influencer endorsement made them 
more likely to buy a product or a 

service than an ad on social media. 
The same was true for 52%  of 
interviewees aged 35 or older.

(Statistica)

51% of YouTube creators say 
"expressing creativity" is their 

number one goal on the 
platform 

(Storyblocks)

YouTube influencers are 
helping write a whole 
new rulebook for 
marketing

Global YouTube influencer 
marketing spending was estimated 

at 6.6 billion U.S. dollars in 2020.
(Statistica)

https://www.statista.com/statistics/422396/youtubers-influence-brand-choice-usa-age/
https://blog.storyblocks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/state_of_youtube_2019_report.pdf
https://www.statista.com/statistics/422396/youtubers-influence-brand-choice-usa-age/


“When you tell a story, you connect with 
your audience in a deeper way than just 

facts and figures.

You connect on a message and on things 
that are simply more human, whether it 

be emotion or humor. That is why 
someone remembers your brand.”

-Kelly Hendrickson, HubSpot's Social Media Manager

In short, we want brands to become more authentic.



Major Energy Player, that produces and markets fuels, natural 
gas and low-carbon electricity

Active in more than 130 countries

TotalEnergies’ ambition is to become the responsible energy 
major

Case Study

the client



Launch of THE NEW LUB PROJECT, which refers
to the redesign of our 1L and 5L packaging.
It is a change that takes place every 20 years, so it makes it significant for us to promote it 
and leverage all means of communication to spread the news. Our new packagings reflect 
Total’s vision for innovation. 
On top of that, a new automotive range is launched for Quartz answering to the trend of 
FE (Fuel Economy) and EV / hybrid cars.

Case Study

the brief

the objective Build brand awareness to our core target 
audience (technicians & opinion leaders)

Educate the end-user (car-owner) about the 
benefits of our products 



Case Study

the challenges

Target Audience hard to reach
(small range b2b audience, technicians, auto mechanics, auto enthusiasts)a
Not-an-easy product to market
(industrial product)b
Educate the end-user about an industrial product in plain greekc
Small Media Budgetd

how?
?

? ?



Don’t chase the cat, 
instead offer it 

something attractive

“ “
- MJ DeMarco, Entrepreneur
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Develop an influencer 
marketing campaign with a target to reach 
a large audience by selecting an 
influencer/ content creator who…

the strategy

● Matches the values of TotalEnergies

● Has a large audience and reach

● somehow have or should create a link with 
the cars 

● Has the technical knowledge of the auto 
industry 

● Has acting & storytelling skills

● He is able to produce quality content

Collaboration with

George Vagiatas 
Comedian, Youtuber, Producer

3-years 
Creator

New Partner
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Road Trip Show
“How far do you think you can go?”

“Στα Άκρα της Ελλάδας powered by TotalEnergies Lubricants” 
(At the Edge of Greece powered by TotalEnergies Lubricants)

the concept

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1oIhx-QOPm5m9qY0_QnYrbz-Et3EMor0W/preview
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the concept

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Ie8uYKy-5RMbQFZDCqbFB84VNq23C0kB/preview
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organic

3
Branded Content 
Youtube Videos

4
Instagram 
Posts 
& Stories
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paid

Teaser Videos & Banners on 
Social media & Google 
Display Ads were used to 
send Traffic on YouTube 
Episodes

1
The 3 Episodes & Teasers 
were used on Youtube Ads & 
Social Media Video Ads to 
target interest-based 
audiences & Remarketing 
Lists and boost views.

2

Google search campaigns 
with branded terms to 
measure brand lift

4
Collaboration with premium 
publishers, in automotive 
industry to increase brand 
and product awareness

5
The 3 episodes were used to 
create Banners for Social 
media & Google Display Ads 
sending traffic to the Landing 
Page of the New Lub Project

3
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results

300K+
Organic Video Views 
in total

1st Episode No #35 on 
Youtube Trends

Brand Awareness
400% Increase in Branded Search Terms

Peak Award Bronze
(powered by google)
3.8 Best Small Budget 
Campaign 

*Time Period: 1 month - 07/05/21 up to 7/06/21*
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results




